
BRINGING THE COMMUNITY TOGETHER

These activities have been created to support creative
learning. At a time when children may be working from
home OR school these activities have been designed to
create art installations that are aimed at connecting
classes, reaching out to ALL pupils. 
Hopefully this can help to address the issue of the class
working independently but collaboratively at the same
time, to help the children feel they are still part of the
class and the school community. Creating collaborative
art brings out the individual responses of each participant
and when brought together as whole image in a shared
display then everyone gains from a real sense of
belonging. Pupils of all ages and abilities can participate
in these ideas as well as the wider school community. Staff
and families could be invited to take participate. 

 

INSPIRATION
A little bit about Bub!! and Why she has created POST ME –
ENVELOPE HOUSES

I often get asked by pupils, “When did you become an Artist?”
I don’t remember a time when I wasn’t! My mum tells me stories of
when I was little. I was obsessed with envelopes. I used to cut up
coloured magazine pages into tiny small squares, sort them into
colours and store them in envelopes. That was the beginning of my
love of mosaic art. I followed my dream to create community mosaics
in lots of public buildings and went on to share my knowledge in
schools. You can see some of my mosaic work on my page here :

https://www.facebook.com/BubBaconArtist 

One day I will get round to making a map of all the mosaics I have
made. 
I have always created art from reusing things. I drew all over cereal
boxes, envelopes, opening them out and once I had created the art
would glue them back together with the art on the inside. Sometimes I
would add a little note and post them through people’s letterboxes. It
always cheered them up. C

Topic : COLLABORATIVE ART - Envelope Houses 
Artist Practitioner–Bub Bacon 
Activity : Drawing / design

 
Choice
Create

Connect
Collaborate
Community

 

Individual art work is created, customizing their own image, choosing colours, patterns,
images that are in their own unique style and is meaningful to them.
It is then brought together to assemble to create a striking collaborative art installation to
display on a wall in school.

https://www.facebook.com/BubBaconArtist


Envelopes - any shape, size, colour.  (The best shape for a house is the ones with that open out to
create a peaked roof, but not all houses have peaked roofs.)

Pencils, crayons, fine line markers, coloured markers, anything you can draw with.
Old magazines 
Stickers
Scissors 
Glue stick 

 
You will need the following:

     RECYCLE - Collect and save your envelopes. 

Open out your envelope so it’s the right shape for drawing your house, go outside and look at where your
windows and door are positioned, do you have bricks a slate roof, a chimney? Does your cat sit on the
window sill? Add a bit of collage, maybe some curtains hanging in the windows or flowers growing in the
garden?  

Once you happy with your envelope house, you could draw all the people and pets that live in the house
with you, or cut out faces from magazines or comics, make little people to live inside the house and pop
them in the envelope. 
When you’ve finished your house, you might want to draw the local shop or post office and add the person
who works there.  
Create seasonal houses, a Christmas house scene or a spooky ghost town for Halloween. 
Share your art with your teachers or post them back to school. When everyone is back into school they  can
be shared to make a whole street, village or town gallery.
Maybe make another and post them out to friends and family, receiving a nice bit of artwork through the
post is only going to make people smile.

Here’s a little video that the Norfolk Museum services made using a similar idea 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aeg03gaKXpo 

Image by Robayre on flikr.

Links - 
 

Envelopes are the perfect shape 
for drawing houses on.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aeg03gaKXpo


This visual artist uses paper envelopes and creates shadows of people on her envelopes
https://lesleypattersonmarx.com/section/367146-Paper-Quilts.html

       

A little town made of envelopes by Camilla Engman

 

    

Posting letters has always been a great way of communiticating and staying in touch with
the people you care about.
Heres some artwork on really old envelopes:
   

Artist links: 

https://lesleypattersonmarx.com/section/367146-Paper-Quilts.html


Vocabulary: connect, draw, sketch, draft, create, plan, evolve, map, geography, line, parallel,
symmetry, shape. 

Differentiation: The children will meet this at their own level.

Evaluation: At a couple of points through the lesson have a plenary, a mini discussion, where
pupils say again what they like, notice and wonder about each others work. They will get ideas
and inspiration from each other. that will extend their skills. Use the 'Creative Stars' self
evaluation tool to decide which creative habit has been used.

Career Link:  
Could link to illustration,
book  illustration,
planning, architecture,
graphic design and
computer animated
design. This develops
thinking skills, memory,
logic, connection. The
maps will be
developmental, under
constant review, The
children will use
discipline to continually
review, modify, reflect
and improve  their work,
allowing it to evolve.

Literacy Link - writing narratives about personal experiences and those of others (real and fictional.)
Numeracy Link - Measuring. This also supports language of position and direction. It helps the to identify
and describe the properties of 2-D shapes, including the number of sides and line symmetry whilst
supporting pupils draw lines and shapes using a straight edge.
Geography - supports use of simple fieldwork and observational skills to study the geography of their
school and its grounds and the key human and physical features of its surrounding environment.

 
 

How have you been creative? 


